Creative outlet for the whole family! Explore and create with many colors and textures while learning about the natural world.

**Supplies:** Duct tape or masking tape, assortment of natural materials *optional:* magnifying glass and/ or flashlight.

**Directions:**
Step 1. Tape a piece of duct tape comfortably around your kids' wrists like a bracelet, sticky side out.
Step 2. Take a walk outside together, and search for small leaves, acorns, flowers, and other natural artifacts to adorn their bracelets. Use a magnifying glass and/ or flash light to help with visual attention.
Step 3. While you’re walking, look for birds, insects, and other wildlife. See how many different kinds of trees you can count.


**Learning Targets:**
- Self Determination: I can make choices to create a bracelet.
- **Sensory Efficiency:** I can explore natural materials with my five senses.
- **Career Education/ Pre-literacy & Science:** I can develop a concept, label or make connections of natural materials.
- **Orientation and Mobility:** I can develop a concept of where to locate natural objects on a walk.